dition of only a few volumes after 1748.

Thomas Cartwright, whose portrait is
reproduced here from The Victoria History
of the County of Northampton, was the
grandson of William Cartwright, a Puritan
lawyer and a staunch supporter of the
parliamentary forces in the English civil war
of 1642-1649 (the house at Aynhoe was bom¬
barded and burned by royalist forces). His
mother was Ursula Fairfax, daughter of the
parliamentary general in the north, Ferdinando Lord Fairfax. Thomas was admitted
as a fellow-commoner at St. Catherine’s
College, Cambridge, in 1687 but appears
never to have taken a degree. As a wealthy
member of the landed gentry, he made
politics his career. He stood for Parliament as a
county seats of Northamptonshire. He was defeat
but he ran again in the election of 1702 and was
reign. He retained his seat thereafter until his de
years. Throughout his career, he voted the straight
for the High Church party by voting for Dr. Henry
Occasional Conformity Act in 1718.

The collection reflects Cartwright’s deep inte
both its theological and political aspects, and the
“correct education” of his descendants. They are

Marcus Crahan (1900-1978)

The Crahan family has provided us with unc
the current president of the Friends of the UCLA
who died suddenly at age seventy-seven on Janu
presidency, after joining the Council of the Frie

Dr. Crahan’s style as president was notably e
deal to us because of his own eminence and soph
collecting, because of the elegance of his personal s
critical judgments. Marc Crahan set a brilliant exa

His professional career was certainly demand
psychiatry, he retired in 1970 as chief medical off
position which involved him as an approved pan
sultancies. (After his retirement, Dr. Crahan depo
UCLA Library.) Yet he found the time and intellec
traprofessional pursuits (the word hobby seems t
book binding, applied botany — all of which he p
taste.

After the 1971 auction sale by Sotheby in Lond
food and wine accumulated by the Swiss collecto
Crahan’s private collection in the same field was
the Crahan collection. The UCLA community had

2

On March 1, the Library initiated its long-p
Research Library. All of the front exits from the b
veillance afforded by the system, and manual i
necessary. The fourth installed in libraries on the
Biomedical Library, the Education and Psycholog

Collections of all units in the University R
Reference, Periodicals Service, Graduate Reserve
Special Collections, Public Affairs Service, and Te
protection of this system. It is designed to remind u
have forgotten to check out at a service desk, to for

and to allow users to leave easily, without show

Circulating library materials from open-stack c
at the Main Loan Desk, the Periodicals Service,
Library, and Oriental Library to permit users to pas
properly charged and desensitized and attempts ar
and the' gate will lock. When this occurs, the user w

will determine the reason the system was activa

A new entrance-exit configuration has been es
entrance turnstiles are now at the ends of the com
system is expected to strengthen security of the v
improving traffic flow at the building exits.

3

February in the continuing series arranged by
February 3, Arthur M. Wilson, professor emer
Enlightenment Came First to England.” Professor
Washington University, read a paper on “The Glo

Colloquium on Intellectual Freedom

Robert Vosper will moderate the annual UCL
April 15, beginning at 1:30, in Kinsey Hall 51 on
Graduate School of Library and Information Sc

The theme of the event, library and obscenity
the new criminal code revision bill (S1437)
disseminators of censored material. The convoca
Brown, Weston, and Rohde, who is noted for h

Campbell Collecting Prizes to be Awarded Ap

The annual Robert B. Campbell Awards for
presented for the thirtieth time April 20 in the
totaling $650 will be handed out to graduate and
judged by George Allen, manager of the Benne
History Division, Biomedical Library; and Nichola
collections will be on display in the University Li
reference desk of the University Research Libr
Library, or the Biomedical Library.

4

material, the library relies on the facility now kno
the Graduate School of Education. In the case of
confidentiality of the information associated wi
materials as typical open-stack items. Without a c
personnel to interpret questions and maintain files
operating an effective service would be imposs
available in the past, nor are they a part of the

Over the years, both before and during the E
the procurement of special collections have contri
ces in the field of education at UCLA. A case in p
fices of Professor Flaud Wooton, the University
Michael Sadler, a well-known international schol
education at Manchester University. This resul
documenting the history of education in Great Brit
tury. The Sadler Library included personal paper
Many of the items were deposited in the Departme
Psychology Library and its predecessor have bene
Fund, which was established in 1960 in memory o
terest on the $2,400 endowment has been used prim
and comparative education as well as certain sp

The scope of the Education Library’s collect
1964, the departmental reading room of the Depart
materials were dispersed to the appropriate unit,
faculty and students, particularly in graduate cou
collection was enhanced by the appearance of suc

5

research.

Today, the Education and Psychology Library
porting the instructional programs and research n
School of Education, the Departments of Psycholo
a Second Language or Dialect in the Departmen
Library Building, the Library’s collections include
reports and bibliographies (primarily in microfor
than 2,900 serial publications are received cu
reference works, as well as numerous index
bibliographies, are available for use. The library
national, and international organizations, as wel
education in foreign countries. Of particular imp
masters theses in education, psychology, health a
English as a second language. As a result of close
Colleges, the library serves as a depository for d
Educational Resources Information Center. The lib
and Recreation Microform Service produced at the
federally funded research in the social and behav
mation Service, and to the microfiche collection o
the American Psychological Association. Each of t
dexes or abstracts, except for the Oregon collectio
card catalog.

One of the primary purposes of the Education
of research and research-related materials in each
do this, each of the subject fields has been analy
depth of the collection in that area. Education, for

disciplinary fields, particularly the medical science
physiology, neuromuscular anatomy and physiolo
are supplied through the Biomedical Library. For
kinesiology, and often this tends to complement ot
ple, developmental psychology and perceptual and
development, rehabilitation, professional and leg
current interests in this field. Collecting materials
minimum.

As was mentioned earlier, the TESL collection
that time, subject coverage in this area has b
techniques, linguistic structures, and transforma
systems, areas of psycholinguistics as foreign
bilingualism, learning theory, among others. Ext
program planning, particularly in developing co

The Education and Psychology Library’s re
four different but closely related academic discip
those fields. In the span of nearly twenty-five year
1,000 “borrowed” books and journals gathered to
department on a very personal scale to a combined
service to four academic fields in campuswide p
disciplinary nature of academia.
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New Editor for the UCLA Librarian

Joel Gardner, senior editor in the Oral History
Librarian, replacing Richard Zumwinkle. Mr. Gardn
journalism here in 1966. He also has BA and MA de
worked in the Oral History Program since 1972
produces the UCLA Librarian. The responsibility
moved to the Office of the University Librarian. Co

be addressed to the Library Administrative Offic

Mr. Zumwinkle has served as editor of the UC
which time he also carried out his duties as referen
the extra assignment as editor in order to devote fu
activities has been admirable and highly respected.
tinued the level of excellence with which it was end
served for fifteen years.

UCLA Librarian is issued for the University comm

friends of the University by the Administrative Off
90024. Editor: Joel Gardner. Contributors to this i
Mathies, Russell Shank, Robert Vosper, and Ros
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year of the tercentenary of the death of the
baroque poet Luis de Gongora, the occasion of a
great revival of interest in his work. The poets of
the “Generation” contributed to the revival and
were inspired by it. Federico Garcia Lorca,
executed in 1936 in the first days of the Spanish
Civil War, is the best-known member of the
Spanish group, which includes Aleixandre, Rafael
Alberti, Damaso Alonso, Luis Cernuda, Jorge
Guillen, Pedro Salinas, and more than a dozen
others. The best known among the Spanish
Americans are Pablo Neruda and Cesar Vallejo.

A lifelong invalid, Aleixandre remained in
Spain after the war, always in opposition to the
Franco regime. The Nobel citation of October 6,
1977, calls his work “ .. .a creative poetic writing
which, with roots in the tradition of Spanish lyric
condition in the cosmos and in present day societ
from his bed he listened to the bombs exploding. W
exile, they had to leave the invalid behind. But.. .h
and thus becoming a rallying point and key figu

URL Acquires Russian Revolutionary Literatu

A rich collection of Russian revolutionary
dealing mostly with the period before 1917 is no
the University Research Library. Cataloged as a
tries, Russian Revolutionary Literature consis
length, on forty-seven reels. It represents a
reproduced on microfilm by Research Publica

The collection abounds with many rare item
broadsheets, periodicals such as Listok Naro
Ob”iasnenie zakona o shtrafakh (1895) [An Ex
abbreviation of Sablina, the pseudonym used
munisticheskoi partii (1882) of Marx and Enge
Plekhanov, the well-known Russian Marxist phi
written for this edition by Marx and Engels the
(Mikhail Bakunin, the Russian anarchist, was
sidered the most influential Russian translation o
stature.

A descriptive guide and key to this set, Russ
H261r), has been compiled by Kenneth E. Carp

library’s users are documented through articles c
libraries and elsewhere on the campus.

One of his most important contributions has be
members of the faculty, in many fields, which ha
acquisitions. A rough count of these, between 1962
or more such articles — some of generous length. S
written a number of pieces over the years. Similarly
library writers, and, again, I have noted several indiv
acquisitions or on functions and services in the s

Not long after Robert Vosper came to UCLA as
UCLA Librarian was extended to include all mem
ficers of the university. And in 1967 the Librarian w
as their official newsletter (the Friends had for a sh
establishment of the Library Newsletter/UCLA, whi
munication within the library system, the Librari
many items of in-house interest. Mr. Zumwinkle wa
clearly focused on the library’s programs for collec
centers on the campus.

During the years between my relinquishment o
retirement two years ago, one of my happiest respon
publications and exhibitions. I was fortunate indee
only as editor of the UCLA Librarian but as editori
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(California residents, please add sales tax). Addre
School of Management, University of California
*

Leonard Weil, president of the Manufacturer
Pattillo Memorial Fund for the use of the UCLA G
terms of the gift, “The fund may be used for pu
graduate students in the field of management.”

James Pattillo spent more than fifty years a
Manufacturers Bank for eleven years. Previously
Bankers Association of California and of Group

Marlene Shaughnessy, GSM collection develo
for California Public Sector Bargaining (Los A
dustrial Relations, 1978).

News

Ann Briegleb, archivist in the Ethnomusicolo
series of the Craft and Folk Art Museum March
Music Instruments: An Overview.”

recordings from the more than 15,000 discs and tape
forty listeners, the facility is open to use by patron

assignments for classes of the Department of Mus

Another important genre of research materials
from other universities in the U.S. and many Euro
printed sources on about 3,000 microfilms and micr
manuscripts of polyphonic music of the thirteenth
domestic libraries, an area of strong interest in the c
music departments’s musicology faculty.

The library’s collections of opera scores and libr
the music department’s Opera Workshop and also e
One unique and outstanding primary source in this
operas performed in Venice from 1635 through
nineteenth-century French, English, and German
operas, operettas, and musical comedies make this

The Music Library also gathers the published
posers, especially those working in the Los Angeles
Charles Dillon, Rudolf Friml, Roy Harris, Mantle Ho
Moore, Gardner Read, Helen Schaffer, Gunther Tate
and Eric Zeisl are among the composers whose man
library.
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The American Film and Television Music Ar
manuscript materials associated with the music o
production. Autograph sketches and scores by H
Lubin, Edward Ward, and other film music comp
Alfred Newman make up a substantial part of
materials for the Carol Burnett Show, Danny Kaye
such as “Cowboy in Africa,” “Gentle Ben,” “Jour
ner,” “Woody Woodpecker,” and “Pink Panther”
collection. The complete General Music Corpo
libraries of Television Music are among these m

Austrian emigre community composers in L
UCLA Oral History Program. Archives of the mu
been established in the Music Library as a part o
established for John Vincent, the celebrated Ame
Department of Music for almost two decades.

A number of reference works and journal arti
Library. Walter H. Rubsamen’s survey “Unusual
(Notes, X, no. 4, Sept., 1953, pp. 546-554) and Lest
Angeles [Music Library]” (Current Musicology, n
research materials in the library. The Music Libr

directory of special music collections in Souther
University of California and the California State
1976) and the International Association of Music

14

manuscripts (especially original editions of English
eighteenth-century ballad operas, and seventeenth
songs). Such composers as John Blow, Henry Laws
represented.

In the spring of 1975 the library became the W
former chairman of the music department who
scholarly collection we house today.

The UCLA Music Library provides full referen
answers to the complex musical problems they face
It is a busy, professional, but friendly facility, whe
the public it serves.

Publications

Leon Gabrelian’s article, “The Saltykov-Sched
1795-1814,” appeared in the October issue of Ca

*

*

Macmillan Information has published a secon
and Loans by Lorraine Mathies and Elizabeth I.
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The exhibit traces the origins of Stinehour’s
Editions Club and Eakins Press, his cards and ke
for the Morgan Library, among many other items
proofs, dummies, pasteups, and zinc blocks from
Bierce’s The Devil’s Dictionary, created by Stin

*

“Words and Images” is a retrospective of the
Limited Art Editions, and is at the Wight Galleries
the New York genre, is represented strikingly by B

Robert Rauschenberg, and others. Equally striking
that traces the history of art in printing, culminate
Paris, and includes several masterpieces of Blake
the collections of the UCLA Library. Maurice B
Graphic Arts, assembled the show.

UCLA Librarian is issued for the University comm
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also:

Graduate School of Manag
The Last Word: The Campb

inventory reveals that the general was married
are the dowries, money, jewels, slaves, and go
There are many pages of inventory of the mer
silver, and whale whiskers, and including a w
countryside holdings are equally impressive list

‘‘So we send it to you,” conclude Carme
General Don Josef Salvador Lozano, comp
mousetrap—in the name of one of his latter-day

William Harvey Display at Biomedical Library

In commemoration of the 400th birthday o
major work, an exhibition of his life and times w
the end of June. Harvey is best remembered f
blood.

Born in Folkestone, England, Harvey was e
where he received his MD degree. He held a lon
London, and was attendant physician to Kings J
as Sir Francis Bacon. He died in 1657, at the age

*

*

Cedric D. Reverand III, associate professor o
awarded an Andrew W. Mellon Fellowship for stud
months of January and February. Professor Reveran
Dryden, seventeenth-century poet, dramatist, and
poetry.

*

*

Building Book Libraries: Two Variations on a Th
presents the texts of papers delivered at a Clark L
Osborn and Robert Vosper. Mr. Osborn, chairman
later in 1976, spoke of “Some Experiences of a Scho
Libraries: Institutional Book Collecting.” Daniel H.
introduction to the volume. Copies are available from
2520 Cimarron Street, Los Angeles, CA 90018, at th
University of California).
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He jumped into his Locomobile and headed
for Hollywood in 1926, beginning as a writer for
Mack Sennett comedies. In 1928, he was placed
under contract by Universal Studios, with whom
he has been associated since. At Universal, he
responsible for production of the first technicolo
Whiteman’s orchestra and a trio of young singers
sound recording on film.

In August 1941, Lantz married actress Grace
from a little bird who pecked his way through th
him, called him Woody Woodpecker, and cast him
star. His distinctive, wacky laugh was to be heard
world. In fact, Grace Lantz is Woody’s voice. W
stack of tryout records and was selected—withou
though studios have virtually ceased production
Woody continues to be seen in more than 12,00
outside the Iron Curtain. Though cartoons are
continues to be natural and original—and recorde

This year, Walter Lantz was paid homage at
first Woody Woodpecker and Andy Panda cartoo
Oswald Rabbit cartoons and several examples of W

The committee is not seeking great masterpie
common books or documents of religious, schola
specimens of paleography representative of various

The manuscript just acquired was brought to
assistant director of the Museum of Cultural Histor
the academic community, booksellers, and friends o
suitable manuscripts that may come to their attentio

Bradley Donates Papers, Agrees to Interview

A contingent of1 four from the UCLA Library
picture taking and various other ceremonies that m
Mayor Tom Bradley. University Librarian Russell S
Archivist James V. Mink, whose initial contacts pro
Bernard Galm, who will be interviewing the mayor; a

The mayor will be giving correspondence, spee
memorabilia, deriving from his years as a Los Angel
District, and his mayorship, which he won from Sam
who is a UCLA alumnus, will be funded by the UCLA
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research of the Graduate School of Manage
concentrations of books in the fields of accounti
general and specifically, the latest being an em
land economics, and so on. It possesses an ex
computer/information systems materials. A r
management.

Among the special collections of the library
business and economics, made possible by
Foundation, Mrs. Robert E. Gross, and Mr.
Ducommun also made possible the purchase
Literature: Resources in the Economic, Social, B
Society [Printed Books through 1800), some 30,00

There are also an extensive collection of
foreign corporations, a Corporate History Coll
Loeb, and the publications and personal papers

The GSM Library’s major accomplishmen
subject specializations of the school and the refe
ninety titles in the various series, including thre
Business (Supplements I and II], and Foundatio
series of Library Guides on the subjects of accou
profit organizations, personnel, serials informa
Among some of the most popular of these a

“Languages of Sub-Saharan Africa.” Cushingham
earned him an extra $50, a special prize offered b
prizes, also $100 each, were garnered by Steve
Nabokov”; Linda Ellis, for “Anglo-Welsh Literatur
ephemera pertaining to Doonesbury.

University Librarian Russell Shank presided
contributions of the following: committee memb
Shellaby, and Kayla Siegel (library staff member
Marshall bookshop, and Sandra Colville-Stewart,
for Jim Davis, who organized the luncheon that tr
the proceedings to ensure that they ran smoothly, a
the retired booksellers whose generosity and conc
competition thirty years ago. Collections are now on
*

*

John Espey has devoted his scholarly career
recently acquired collection of Pound materials d
poet composed his first songs. So, fittingly, he devo
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limited to 120. No-host bar will open at 11:30.
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Articles by Byro
Betty Rosenberg

godsend for the students).

Recollected in tranquillity, the years 1959changing ideas of what.libraries are meant to be.

What sustains him and the school is his gift f

Andy Horn and the Printing Chappel

Since UCLA first established a bibliographi
example. Visitors tell us, however, that ours is
success of so many of the innovative programs o
Science, must go to Professor—former Dean—
technical skill, and personal commitment to d
conveying his appreciation and enthusiasm for fi
students.

A bibliographical press is a typographic lab
shop workers traditionally formed themselves into
the influence exercised by the methods of printin
the form of the material produced. It is an impor
bibliography as well as the history of the book.

The press at UCLA, Clymer & Dixon no. 640, is o
largest models ever made. It stands over six feet ta
particular historic interest because it was made in
year of his life, 1834.

Dr. Petko, a local physician, cultivated typogra
obtained special permission to take Professor Hug
description. The following year he won the Campbel
five centuries of fine printing. These interests wer
Clark Powell and Everett T. Moore. It was to Everett
effect his long-cherished thought that the Powell Libr
the use and edification of students. Locating a press
from London, restoring it (Dr. Petko himself removed
presented further problems. Now, the press, several
a supply of paper have joined other materials in an
students in Printing for Bibliographers (GSLIS 429) pu
machine.

Andrew Horn retires this June, but the Graduate
mally acknowledged his multifaceted contribution
continuance of his interest in acquainting students w
western culture for the past 500 years.
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After the war, Andy and a group of our mu
hegira which took them variously to Johns Hopk
Occidental College. I was lucky enough to be ab
Southern California, we were able to enjoy a lo
California wine country, a hobby we still share i
came to know Mary as well.

Republic of China shut its doors on the western wor
of the Department of History, and Professor En
Languages made additional purchases in Japan; b
history, geography, sociology, and political science h

The Oriental Library was officially established
UCLA library system with 35,498 volumes, housed in
10, Powell Library. The first librarian was Mrs. Man
to room 32, Powell Library, and in 1970 it moved to
Research Library. The library currently holds 166
Japanese, and Korean, but also in Tibetan), as w
microfilm.

The collections of the library are strongest in fi
Japanese art, bibliography and reference, Chines
Chinese and Japanese folklore, premodern Chinese a
languages and literatures. They reflect prevailin
collecting activities on the classical and traditional
of East Asia. The acquisition of modern and conte
sciences—such as political science, economics, and

Many particularly interesting and valuable coll
over the past thirty years. In 1962, the library pu
Japanese books on Buddhism, 342 titles in 968 volum
(pictures of Buddhas), used by Professor Shoun T
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As part of a continuing celebration of the 19
Japanese government presented UCLA with 88 vo
aspects of Japan, with emphasis on travel, histor
Umejima, executive director of the Mainichi ne
Japan and Oriental studies.

The library received a set of Korean Tripita
W.R. Peers, U.S.A. (Ret.), in March 1975. A repr
1237-1251, it is especially valuable for the stud
edition of the Chinese Buddhist canon is an impo
stances, versions of Buddhist sutras earlier than
published out by the Chinese and Japanese.

The Japan Exposition Commemorative Ass
$10,000 for the purchase of Japanese books need
With these funds, the library purchased 633 titles

The Oriental Library continues to receive
associated with East Asian studies, the Committ
the USC-UCLA Joint Center in East Asian Studies.
it would have been impossible for the library to d
the joint efforts of concerned scholars at USC an
Professor Fred Notehelfer in the Department of H
the USC-UCLA Joint Center to purchase more Chin
1976-77 and 1977-78.

3

Physical Sciences and Technology Libraries; Alison
medical Library; Everett C. Olson, Department of Bio
Frederick Smith, Law Library; W. Eugene Stern, Div
Department, University Research Library (chairman

To assist in the selection of candidates for the p
(public services)—Claire Bellanti, Circulation Dep
Corin, Library Administrative Office; Deborah C
Audree Malkin, Theater Arts Library; Marion Pe
medical Library; Dunning Wilson, Bibliographers
officio).

News

James V. Mink, head of the Department of Spec
of Directors of the Historical Society of Southern Cal
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Summer Film

of the Friends o

it. Put me down on your list, somewhere about se

The heart sank unnecessarily. Lemmon, as i

Well ... It was a dreadful time, 1969, to tr
really hiding in the bushes about then. It wasn’t
however charming man, directed by an actor the

But apparently the Walter Matthaus and th
now and then, about four times a week. Carol M
read it. I gather Walter didn’t and still hadn’t w
“Who’s going to do it? How about me?”

Now things moved a little faster. Another s
cheapish deal.

Before the first formal meeting at Centur
Remembering an old family friend who was not
the waiting room, head high, followed by an appr

Just why ABC produced the film, perhaps s
already been made (even before that first meeti
made theatrical films. It was gone before the c
trouble finding a comptroller to okay an over
afternoon at five; the man who answered was jus

3

the Lunts.

The magazine had folded and John was hackin
away at Theatre Guild press-agentry when Harriet
and I defected from the Kansas City Star and settle
in Los Angeles in 1940. John turned up the followin
summer, did some ghostwriting, and worked on pot
boilers with Adrian Scott, a friend from Stage. Whe
Adrian landed a job as a producer at RKO, he pu
John to work on the adaptation of a novel by someon
named Raymond Chandler.

The studio changed the title, Farewell, My Lov
around to casting, he hoped to get Humphrey Bogar
Instead, the studio gave him Dick Powell, a fo
ment—played Philip Marlowe for laughs, creating a

“It was his defense against trying to be Bogar
from Chandler congratulating him on the script. Th
he’s seen pictures of Chandler, he remembers havin
slaking their thirst at Lucey’s, the watering hole in t

It was at RKO that John first met Richard Car
hilltop aerie in Laurel Canyon. In 1948, the historic
RKO that enabled us to buy a house in the hills wit
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Libby Fund Endowed for Biomedical Library

The Raymond L. Libby Fund, in memory
established for the Biomedical Library with an en
L. Libby was chief of the Radiation Biology Divisio
at which time he was named professor of radiolo
the School of Medicine. He continued on the facu
member of the Southern California chapter of the
in 1961 and in many other capacities.

Income from the endowment, created by Mrs
the radiological sciences and nuclear medicine,
porting a major research and education effort,
lasting tribute is especially pleasing because Dr.
Biomedical Library. Marian Engelke has designe
of Nuclear Medicine and the pine trees of Maine,

News

Robert Vosper, director of the Clark Libra
paper entitled “International Library Horizons”
Eugene, Oregon, April 22. He also presented the
Angeles on May 3.

are mostly in the English language, with some in
languages. While a few purchases are made in Asia
are received directly through the Gifts Section of the

The collection of the Physics Library is supplem
Technology Libraries. The Chemistry Library maint
Geology-Geophysics Library maintains most of the
Mathematical Sciences Library maintains most of
Library lends support in biophysics.

The library contains a solid core collection of s
complete runs of all major titles. Examples of som
Chemie (later Annalen der Physik) (v.l, 1824+ ),
1869+ ), and Physical Review (v.l, 1893 + ). Most
translation. The abstract collection contains the
abstracting services covering the field of physics
viously issued as Nuclear Science Abstracts and ER
State Abstracts Journal, Physikalische Berichte, and

Complete holdings of physics department thes
the library. The earliest doctoral dissertation, The
was completed in 1940. The first master’s thesis, D

Device to Be Used in the Determination of Electro

pleted in 1950.
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service instead of time-consuming manual searc
be searched. Examples of some of the data bas
Abstracts, 1969 + ; Electrical 8r Electronic Abst
Chemical Abstracts, 1970+ .

In the coming years, the Physics Library loo
collections in concert with those of the other
service to users and maximum use of limited fund

Publications

The Colonial Printer: Two Views, by Professo

School of Library and Information Studies, h
originally read by Professor Harlan at a Clark L
Everett T. Moore, retired Associate University L
price of two dollars, including tax.
*

In the postscript to Amerika Seibu Kaitaku
and the Japanese’’], Professor Hisashi Tsurutani
for the assistance of UCLA librarians Che-Hwei
Moore. The book was published by Nihon Hoso S

them from Munich, birthplace of both Feuchtwang
center of the area’s large emigre community, by wa

In May 1976, Bernard Galm, director of the O
then dean of the USC Graduate Division, agreed on
history. The Program then processed the tape
submitting these transcripts for Mrs. Feuchtwan
finally preparing the tables of contents, an introdu
volumes that were presented to Mrs. Feuchtwanger

The four bound volumes (1881 leaves and 61
copies of the tapes and edited transcripts are no
project was a great success, a significant contribu
European letters in general, and to the history of
particular.
*

*
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also:
Homage to H.T. Sweden
The Last Word: Publica

JI1V3CALIFO

English, the Clark Library Committee endo

IVH8I1*:
UNIVERj

xP

Professors Hooker and Swedenberg. appe
F om 1957 until his own death more than
general editor, presiding over the succeed
twenty. As was intended, he has been succ

ts

DNV-SOlj
JNIVERjf

xfl

BRARY4

nvD-joj

Professor Swedenberg was also instrum
Clark Library Saturday Seminars initiated

Ward in a seminar devoted to Dryden in 19

A high point in the Swedenberg caree
program was stimulated by a conversatio
Foster Sherwood in the comfortable, and
Center: the establishment of the annual
pleasure and obvious responsibility to sli
Professor Swedenberg’s appointment in 1
The enduring result is England in the Res
and Society (UC Press, 1972), his editin
professorial year.
The rich and unmatched involvement

AUFOffi

Clark Library Shows Richard Hoffman Printing

An exhibition of the printing and typographic design
was on display at the Clark Library from July 15 to Sept
ol the printer’s work.

Hoffman was a member of the first printing class off
e took a course at Frank Wiggins Trade School in
Angeles City College, he worked part time with the Co
press in 1932, and advanced to manager in 1936
managerial duties during World War II. In 1959, he w
3r S al C,os AnSeles State College (now California Sta
year, and remains affiliated with the university as emer
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career.

Hp was the first to do available light

years.

In 1930-31 the D’Oyly Carte Opera
r’lVvort and Sullivan onere

©Ibert anTsullivan. For almost two yea
th s assodahon came a book: The Comp
graphs ... by Jerome Robinson, publishe
lishing Company.

Also from this association came an

with his pictures that he reintroduced
playshe refused any limited business as
Theatre Arts and Stage magazines. He la

writing collaborator was Alexander King

He was ineligible for military service
to work for Bethlehem Shipyard in New

won a crash program in naval architect

for almost a year in New London, Conne

In 1972, their sons grown, educated, and indep
Beach to Palos Verdes, where on July 9, 1976, he suf
actly like his father.

Foundation Center Library Relocates at USC

As of September 1, the Los Angeles regional
previously in the Reference Department at the
Department of the Doheny Library at the University o

The collection includes annual reports of private
foundations, and various other materials relating to g
materials and the new service arrangements are bein
of the two libraries.

Lack of staff time to maintain and service the gr
Foundation Collection and shortage of microform s
major factors leading to the decision to transfer this c
at UCLA will continue to hold important printed mate
the Foundation Grants Index and Foundation Cente
searches of the Foundation Grants Index data bank.
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the start of the program in 1962. Current A
arrangements with Near East dealers. N

complete sets of the nineteenth-century Egy

Two collections constitute the core of
purchased in the fifties, is a comprehensive
including literary works, Islamic devotiona
government documents, and translations
languages. In 1969, approximately 5,000 vo
Babinger were acquired. The Babinger m
countries of the Balkans about the period o
from the region maintains the currency
collection are two sixteenth-century descri

Giovio, and ten imprints (1729-1735) from th

Library resources in Persian are prim
personal library of Dr. Caro Minasian of
includes nineteenth-century lithographed
I’timad al-Saltanah, and Nasir al-Din Sha
from Tehran on a continuing basis.

Hebraica and Judaica features of the
Library, have been described by the Jew
1977 issue of the Librarian. A representat

and historical, has been acquired for the L
Contemporary works in Urdu from Pakis

The Last Word: Publications, etc.

In exchange for the sweat of his brow, the Librar
perks, as they’re known in executive circles). One,
issues in this volume, is the privilege of attendance a
affairs, including the festive evenings sponsored by th
this moment, is the pleasure of perusing publications
Library), and by the library, that is, works written or e

This summer was a particularly fruitful one. In J
Librarian correspondent, brought by his copy of A Hist
by Shimeon Brisman, Jewish studies bibliographer. Th
in its publication by Hebrew Union College Press, Cinc
It is also a substantial one, touching on all points of the
volume one of a series on Jewish research literature, a
of the Library of Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute

UCLA Librarian is issued for the University community
riends of the University by the Administrative Office,
90024. Editor: Joel Gardner. Contributors to this iss
.onway, Robert Vosper, Dunning S. Wilson. Co
( onstantinople; after T. Allom), from a large collec
recently purchased with Near East special funds and h
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I find that the last part which we have i

receive nos. 23(4) to 31(5) to complete our h
Y
Pe
A

The return address? Humbly noted: For
Library, Oxford 0X1 3BG.

UCLA Librarian
Administrative Office
University of California Library
Los Angeles, California 90024

a medieval fortress on the hill which I ha
Black Hand and which is known officially a
"Becoming aware of the Black Hand and

dependent-minded men seek other occupa

gards remain, and as a result the quality o

"Immorality is more common than schola

come a scandal throughout the state . . . . ”
This is the man who wants to be elected governor

to sit as chairman of the Board of Reg

Vote lor M

FOR GOVE

at the Novemb
This advertisement written by and paid for by a
who neither agree with Mr. Sinclair’s description

with a lot of other things that this Democrat

Enlmd u aecond-class matter April 2. 1932. at Beverly Hill*.
Office of Publication, 433 N. Canon Drive.

Upton Sinclair Cen

(page 51

data for serial records already in machine-rea
readable serial records in the processing system
Los Angeles, 55,000 records; and Stanford, 6
ing titles are converted, 285,000 records will
in the combined data base will then total mo
titles.

According to the proposal, the participan
linking their serials files in order to produce
project, detailed holding statements will be ad

Each of the libraries plans to add to its ser
the academic communities in the United S
utilize its portion of the grant to convert 1
readable form. In addition, the UCLA Libr
complete bibliographic information about ea
serials list, which, she adds, has not been fully

In general, the grant will enable the UCL
holdings in the humanities, arts, social scienc
medicine. Continued funding for second and
and will permit the libraries at UCLA, Stanfor
bined serial holdings, thus benefiting scholars

Sinclair initiated the Lanny Budd novels in 1940.
Pulitzer Prize in literature for 1943.

What follows is a series of perspectives of Sincla
arist, and by a colleague. The portrait is merely sket

I don’t know whether anyone will care to e
will find two words there — “Social Justice

Until 1905, he was an unknown failure
America’s most important writer; that is, h
writer for the changing view Americans had
reasonable expectations. . . . The effects
more important than those of any American

Upton Sinclair was not and is not considere
is no doubt that the works he produced will
tory long after many of today’s popular aut
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unlikely. The library’s dilemma came to the
generous grant from that foundation, the lib
search aid to anyone studying the intellectua
seventeenth century.

*

John G. Burke, professor of history at UC
the current academic year. Professor Burke, w
and technology, has organized a series of sem
year at the Clark Library on the general top
Revolutionary England.” The series will be in
28, when he will speak on “Technological In
will convene at 10 a.m.

Other speakers in the series will be Professo
P. Multhauf, Smithsonian Institution; Professo
Albert Van Helden, Rice University; Professo
ley; Dr. Marie Boas Hall and Dr. A. Rupert H
Princeton University; and Dr. David W. Waters

For reservations or further information a
Library, 2520 Cimarron Street, Los Angeles 9

ence services. The size of the reference coll
9,727 volumes in 1948 to more than 19,00
quality of the collection has been greatly im
titles as the BoVshiia Sovetskaia Entsikl

Zeitschriftenliteratur, Bibliographie der fr
Brinkman's Catalogus van Boeken, Diction
tique, doctrine et histoire, and Herzog’s
Theologie und Kirche.

Since the date of this statement (not quite anot
nearly doubled yet again, despite the shift of respon
ment — notably in sciences, arts, management, and
ized libraries and reading rooms. In keeping with i
for the UCLA Library system, the department cont
more than one discipline and, when such works are
ate subject library (for example, Index Expressio

The collection now contains national bibliogra
national biographical dictionaries for virtually all
exist. Bibliographies, indexes, abstracts, dictiona
other reference works on specific subjects within
manities and covering all periods of time are also
many of the news surveys important to research in t
of serial bibliographies in language and literature,
ethnic, and women’s studies. Excluded from th
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Historians and others who are pursuing ethn
catalog of the Schomburg Collection of Negr
national in scope, it lists materials on the ac
Other reference works on ethnic groups includ
Ayer Collection of Americana and American I

sive Bibliography for the Study of American M

Anthropologists and scholars in related discip
catalogs of the Library of the Peabody Muse
addition to the enormous body of important m
Museum has analyzed the contents of a vast
source, thus enhancing immeasurably the valu
feature of several other specialized library catal
those — the Schomburg Collection and the New
effect, continuing bibliographies in their fields o

Other catalogs that indicate the wide range
of the libraries of the Pontifical Institute of M
the School of Oriental and African Studies at L
Metropolitan Museum of Art. the Folger Shake
New York Public Library, such as the Music, Sl

5

A string quartet played. On the lawns, librarians a
and comments. Thomas F. Wright, who will acced
and mingled with the likes of former Chancellor Fra
Bill and Stella Conway stood inside shaking hands
the votes were long won. Bambi Conway, the librari
one side.

Dr. Robert Vosper, University Librarian Emeri
most important, director of the Clark, presided ove
forward in praise. He presented them with a book
the Western Books Exhibition, written originally
School of Library and Information Science by K
copies by printer Richard Hoffman and bookbinde
fin Club. Booksellers Muir Dawson and Jake Zeitli

UCLA Librarian is issued for the University comm

other friends of the University by the Administr
Los Angeles 90024, Editor: Joel Gardner. Contri
McKinley, Thomas F. Wright. Cover: from The So

p. 2, from the exhibit on Upton Sinclair, University
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University of California Library
Los Angeles, California 90024

a most distinguished librarian to do any mo
most memorable “Star Trek” screenplays e

forecast of the role of librarians in the futur

of what it takes to be an ambassador to a M

As might be imagined, Mrs. Aroeste’s c

captions to the Star Wars calendar (which c
style and humor with which she graces all o

and the tribute that she paid to her colleag

If I were asked to describe this ou
combines the skill and reliability

individuality and wit of the MAS

There is no doubt that we are going to mi
to our collective image that is irreplaceab

forward to accounts of her adventures and

Publications

“Librarianship: The International Horiz
director of the Clark Library, has been
Northwest Library Association. The article
Library Association Conference.

Holling was a tenacious student of many discipline
eventually achieved proficiency to enable him to work
Museum in Chicago. Ralph Linton, who took Holling
was the only artist who knew anything about anthropo

Similarly, when Holling wanted to know how books w
A visit to New Mexico gave him a taste for color that
provide. He became a mine of information about pla
and artifacts.

Although the Hollings’ income was modest, money
spent two to three years on a book, traveling every inch
always enjoyed speaking with schoolchildren, and hi
examples of the information in his books. Often, he bro
of Sea Bird, to show the children.

Now Special Collections is enriched by his gift. Thro
and collaborator, his creativity will endure. He was a pr
to us the mountainous accumulation of information th
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science, but also for studies of mass undergro

this early purchase of 1,000 pamphlets, the lib
As this type of material has become extreme
increasingly on commercial microfilming to

of 3,000 French political pamphlets (1560-1
microfilm of 7,000 additional French pamph
nia shared purchase funds.

Along with the basic printed source collec
able to obtain virtually all of the major Frenc
the newest dailies aimed at influencing rece
including complete holdings of the Journal O
acquired, through the advice of Professor An
microfilm, the Repertoire Chronologique et
chase which enriched what was already a d
And for several years UCLA has been acqu
pamphlets on microfilm, complementing the
accessible through UCLA’s membership in

Where contemporary France is concerned
collections. One, the Roger Mennevee archiv
Eugen Weber in 1965, then supplemented in
boxes originally formed the research collec

modern Italian collection was the focus of intensive b
through a project initiated by Professor Robert Wohl
nundred desiderata have still not been obtained, a great m
as well as microfilm backhles of the main Italian ne
published by the Feltrinelli Foundation, more gaps wer
socialism, communism, and fascism. Official publication
virtually complete set of documents issued by the Italia

Recent collection development in Italian studies takes
local history, along with folklore and dialectology. The
increased buying in linguistic atlases and extensive cove
dialects. Since the major weakness in the Italian studie
current goal is to secure funding for a bibliographic pro

In the held of Iberian studies, one of the library’s greates
civilization. UCLA received a good part of its material on
j. e Farmington Plan, and continued its acquisition prog
ibrary in 1963. This collection of 8,000 volumes is valu
Portugal and on Moroccan-Judeo-Spanish dialects, but als
on Portuguese and French literature of the modern peri
further in 1965, when an important part of the Duke of Pa
volumes on Portuguese history and literature to the UCL
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and of course, the Clark Library. Other sec
for the study of Western Europe, especiall
our general holdings.

Because European studies are so basic t
often result in complacency about the qua

on the world's developing regions have ju
projects, it is essential that modern Europ
library funds. It is equally important that b
the collection can be made. Achieveme
depends to a great extent on the success

Computerized Search Fees Changed

A new fee structure for Computer Refe
offering computerized searches. The n
telecommunications and computer time,

of California faculty, students, and staff.
alumni and faculty and graduate stude

transferred to the “All Other” category, w

Management Library: Management Series Number 5A
Number 10, Housing, Condominiums, and Tenants; N
tions, and Fund-Raising; Personnel Series Number
Reference Sources Series Number 2, Methods and M
Series Number 10, California Sources of Information.

For a complete current list of guides in print, see GSM
1, Library Publications, available free by sending a

Publications, Tobeylynn Birch, Graduate School of Ma
Angeles, CA 90024.

With mail orders, there is a fifty cents charge for e
unless otherwise indicated. Checks should be payabl
(California residents, please add sales tax). Address o
School of Management, University of California, Los
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Manzanar through the

Japanese-American community interned

Warmly responsive to the images, the p
three-year-old Miyatake was there himse
praise upon his slight, elderly shoulders, p

that Ansel Adams, too, would be able to at

another in many, many years—but unfort

Toward gallery closing time, Special Co

Archie Miyatake, the son who now carrie
downtown Los Angeles, had visited the

interested in seeing the place where, per
photographic archive. We were able to sho
special relevance to him. Edward Weston
when Miyatake was just beginning to wie
see. Miyatake has made some exquisite
dance photographs of great interest. He
that were made at Manzanar by his fell
Japanese-American Relocation Project Co

preservation techniques we use for storin

Throughout the afternoon, Miyatake se
smile and a twinkle in his eye added a
resilient man. And as the good-byes and t
their gratitude for our hospitality, we foun

from the artist and his charming family.

remodeling project which also provided administrat
lounge. Designed by faculty members Peter Kamnitze
shelving for 15,000 volumes and seating for fifty read
site two classrooms with adjoining walls removed.

As taught at the school, architecture and planning are
outset of the planning for the library, it was recognized t
be needed to provide adequate coverage. A remarkable
ibrary system as a whole. While AUPL would provide
degree, advanced materials would be available at othe
mental psychology may be found in the Education a
ervice, and, to a limited extent, in the Engineering
Biomedical Library.

The level of collection development varies with each
respective selectors at other libraries. Various splits and
departments at UCLA; thus, landscape architecture, wi
Art, will be found in the Art Library.
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Cover: Main Gates, Manzanar

1944, by Toyo Miyatake, from “Two Views of Manzanar
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The price of this volume is $12,500, and w
half this amount. We are now asking staff m
in raising the remainder. We want and need
this milestone in the development of the UC
the University of California and sent to Russ
like to contribute through the Friends of
organization and send them to the same ad
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Los Angeles, California 90024

